
Tamworth Road Committee
Draft Minutes – September 6, 2017

Draft minutes to be reviewed and approved at a subsequent meeting 

Call to Order – Meeting came to order at 7:12 pm. Members present were Ron Remick, David Little, 
David Halpin, Paul King, and Chris Conrod. Members absent: Lori Gerard and David Bowles.

Review Minutes – Minutes of of 06/07/17 and 09/06/17 accepted as written.

General Business/Reports – Chris reported on research he did concerning the meaning of 1802-05-03-
00, which previously was interpreted to cover any roads that were built contrary to the recorded 
layout bearings and distances. Of the six specific instances mentioned in the article, Chris found
five instances where there were one or more subsequent layouts of the same road sections. So, 
the term (to be exchanged where others have been laid out in its room” could be interpreted to 
be a discontinuance of the original (previous) layout. Agreed to reference this article in the 
descriptions of the presumably affected layouts and individual road reports.

Review Determinations & Add Justifications – 

Coninuing on Volume 2

1807-06-25-01 – Great Hill Road,from east of 4-corners (where it diverges from old upper road)
to Willie Farnum's. Plot fits, names fit geographical area.

1807-06-25-02 – The old road down the west edge of the field across from Willy Farnum down 
to Brown Hill Road. Names fit geographical area. Deacon Moulton (1807-06-25-01) and ends 
on road to Weymouth (see 1799-09-00-00).

1808-04-22-00 – Plot fits except for first bearing, which may be a scribner's error (east instead 
of west). Names and geographical descriptions fit.

1808-10-01-00 – Turkey Street. Plot generally fits but comes out short (18' rod?) Chapman is 
also referenced in 1817-00-00-00, 1818-05-28-00 and 1825-10-15-00.

1809-09-??-00 – Unknown, but probably part of Gardner Hill Road.

1809-04-28-00 – Plot fits well. Names are consistent with with geographical area. Hidden 
(1790-09-18); Cogswell (1828-07-15-00, 1830-04-08-00, 1830-07-10-00); Pindar (1790-08-21-
00; 1797-10-14-00).

1809-10-31-00 – Plot fits. Names fit. Reference Burnell map.
1811-10-19-00 – In minutes of 11/07/2012 but no one has a copy or record of the layout.

1812-11-09-01 – Names and geographical location fit. Bryer (Brier) is referenced in subsequent 
layouts and discontinuances.

1812-09-28-02 – First course of this layout is now class VI. Plot, names and geography fit.

1812-09-??-00 – Should recheck plot for fit. Names fit geographical location.

1812-01-18-00 – Plot, names and geography all fit.

1813-03-09-00 – The referenced layouts, names and geography all fit.

1817-00-00-00 – Benjn is located in 1808-10-01-00. This puts Job at the corner of Page Hill 
Road and Turkey Street.

Next meeting – Wednesday, November 1, 2017, 7 pm at the Town Offices.

Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm.

Submitted by Chris Conrod, Road Committee Secretary
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